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REAL Innovation

ARREL Audio Overview
ARREL Audio products, conceived for the professional audio engineer and
musician, combines high reliability, rugged design, audio quality, versatility and ease
of use. They are perfect for recording every kind of music in all the situations where
the maximum sound quality is needed especially for actual digital recording
24bit/192kHz environments where superior performance is required.
They are based on the use of the latest circuit topologies, characterized by very low
distortion, ultra-low noise and very wide frequency response. ARREL Audio systems
are designed and hand-assembled in Italy with minimum cabling to obtain the best
mechanical performances and the minum degradation of the audio signal.
ARREL audio devices are designed utilizing mostly through-hole tecnhnology which
provides better performances when compared to surface mount technology.
Moreover, no custom electronic components are used in ARREL Audio units.
Our aim is to transfer technology emerging from research in advanced innovative
products.









ER-160 POWER SUPPLY UNIT
The ARREL Audio ER-160 POWER SUPPLY unit has been conceived to offer to the
EURORACK Synthesizer technology the best power supply ever made to obtain the best audio
performance. The ER-160 is a very compact power supply able to generate the standard EURORACK power supply voltages (stabilized) at very high peak currents and low ripple (+12 V 3.0 A,
-12 V 1.25 A, +5 V 1A).
The power supply is powered by a standard 60W +15 V high quality AC-DC converter (P1I
connector, 2.1 mm). The ER-160 is characterized by two protection strategies: output current limit
and overtemperature shutdown. Three leds indicate the presence of the corresponding voltage.
We do not use bulky power ON/OFF switches on the front panel. The ON/OFF function has been
implemented by a push button and a high power relay.



The ER-160 is equipped with two connectors for the connection of two separate power bus boards (ER-STRIP)
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